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Introduction

• Work together to deliver natural 
hazard risk assessments and 
strategies

• Integrated team of engineers, 
scientists, planners and economists

• Here today to talk about coastal 
hazard management and 
adaptation planning as it applies to 
local government 



Why risk-based approaches?

• Mandated by State Policy

• Based on accepted standard –
AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009

• Accommodates uncertainty

• Helps to focus finite resources



Risk = Likelihood x Consequence

• The good…

o Conceptually robust

o Easy to communicate 
the outcomes
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Certain Low Medium High Extreme Extreme

Likely Low Medium High High Extreme

Possible Low Medium Medium High Extreme

Unlikely Low Low Medium High Extreme

Rare Low Low Low Medium High
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Risk = Likelihood x Consequence

• The bad…

o Highly subjective

o Prone to biasing the 
outcomes
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Understanding likelihood: defining the hazard

• Typically involves putting lines or defining 
regions on map

• Hazard lines are easy to misinterpret and 
usually suffer from deep uncertainty

• We often accept these lines as ‘the 
science’ and don’t question them

• Continue to be used as blunt instruments 
for planning decisions



Understanding likelihood: defining the hazard

• We often get stuck on the hazard 
or likelihood definition

• We need to accept that this is 
uncertain and should be regularly 
reviewed/updated

• We don’t need the hazard “defined 
accurately” to talk about values, 
consequence or 
management/adaptation  
pathways



Understanding consequence: the ‘so what’ factor

• Impacts to built assets 
(damages) can be 
estimated accurately

• Impacts to society and 
environmental values 
are more difficult to 
quantify

• Consultation needed to 
understand values and 
tolerance to coastal 
hazards



Understanding consequence: engagement

• To identify risks, evaluate 
management options and 
implement robust strategies, we 
need a shared understanding of:

o The perceived “problem”

o Diversity of community views and 
what matters most



Understanding consequence: engagement

• An emotive issue - start the conversation early in the process, ideally before hazard 
mapping is released and definitely before a management strategy is proposed

• Lead the community on a ‘technical journey’ but also make complex things accessible

• Focus on current risks and how these risks may gradually change over time 

• Draw out and confirm community values and key assets

• Understand community tolerance for coastal hazard impacts



Understanding tolerance
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What do we mean by values? Why are they important?



A simple value 

• No stealing – it is bad. Full 
stop.
o Treat others as you would 

like to be treated
o Trust



Complex interacting values



Property price and our values



Decision making based on property and asset values

• A solid basis but not always 
the best outcome

• Property price is an 
indicator of a range of 
different values

• Not all values are captured



Economic methods for understanding value



Adaptation options and values



Take home messages

• The coastal hazard likelihood is deeply uncertain, particularly for long-term planning 
horizons

• The coastal hazard consequence can be accurately known but requires significant 
investment and locally specific data gathered through engagement

• Only by fully understanding value can we make decision that maximise that value for our 
communities
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